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ANTI CELLULITE METHOD & WONDERBALL
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USPA NEWS - Supermodels, Actresses, Yogis, Players get it....In fact, everyone. But it is said that you don't have to suffer with the
Orange-peel eEfect on your Butt and Thighs. Surprisingly little is understood about Cellulite....

Supermodels, Actresses, Yogis, Players get it....In fact, everyone. But it is said that you don't have to suffer with the Orange-peel
Effect on your Butt and Thighs. Surprisingly little is understood about Cellulite. Many questions come to us regarding Methods to fight
Cellulite and the Orange-peel Effect on your Butt and Thighs. Companies such CelluBlue often come with 'solutions' to solve stressful
Women problems. But is the Technique safe and credible ? Will Infection and Pain come during the Process ? Is it suitable for different
Members of a Family ? Is it Non-toxic, harmless, durable...

Is there an adequate Cellulite Reduction Treatment ? According to Clarins 'Cellulite affects 90% of women and is one of the mains
factors of feminine physical issues that often lead to surgical or laser solutions such as mesotherapy. These can be risk-prone
procedures, even for an adult. It´s most often found on the thighs and gives the skin a granular look. However there are methods to try
to get rid of this aspect of cellulite.... In terms of health, it hence causes not only physical problems but also psychological ones.'

The Anti-cellulite CelluBlue (La Méthode Anti-Cellulite 1-2-3) is one of the methods proposed to break up fat deposits and get rid of
cellulite reproducing perfectly the motions of the palpate-roll massage and easy to use. You only need to apply Body Oil on the cellulite-
affected areas of your Body and massage your Skin. We have to keep in mind that Size doesn't matter. Both Thin and Heavy Women
get cellulite. The more Body Fat you have, the more likely you are to also have significant dimpling. But even Skinny Women have
some Fat between their Muscles and Skin.

The Anti-cellulite CelluBlue (La Méthode Anti-Cellulite 1-2-3) is an incredibly Efficient Massage tool made from silicone. Fully
automatic (no power needed), it allows you to recreate at Home and at your Own Pace, the famous 'skin pinch and roll technique' from
the Physiotherapist or the Beauty Therapist (it is said that 'skin pinch and roll' Technique is the only Efficient Technique recognised by
Professionals to fight Cellulite). It has to be used around 5 minutes/Day and honestly the First Results will only appear within 3 to 4
weeks as it works slowly. Then your Skin will be Smoother and Toned, being more efficient if you have a Balanced Diet and include
Physical Activity to your Schedule. If needed, you have at your Disposal a small Guide or you can watch Videos on Youtube to help
you out. 

Regarding the Physical Activity, CelluBlue proposes 'SoftBall WonderBall' which is a Great and Easy way for a Full-Body Exercise-Ball
Workout. Anyway, when it comes to Fitness Equipment, there´s little that works your whole Body better. Reps and Sets will depend on
your Fitness Levels, engaging all your Muscles, which builds Strength and improves Stability. The following can be practised : Triceps
Dip, Lower-Ab Crunch, Plank, Crunch, Shoulder Curl and Press... I you prefer, you can workout only some parts of your Body with
'Super-Effective Stability' Exercices. Lower Body, Upper Body, Core. A Great Way to Tone your Figure Smoothly and vary your
Workout.

The results expected are : To Tone the Figure, Refine the Silhouette, Strengthen the Muscles, Work Breathing, Fight against Stress. A
Guide Coaching Format PDF is offered with 'Softball WonderBall' for Better Result. Definitely, very Cool Method.

Info : https://www.cellublue.com/
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